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Abstract 

In present study, I presented an algorithm for analysis of word occurrence frequency and word association in 

English text file. Various delimiters were used for splitting words. In addition, common used grammatical 

words are ignored in word occurrence and association analysis. All different words were listed according to 

word occurrence frequency from the greater to the smaller. Word association was detected by using 

one-dimensional ordered cluster analysis. The words fallen in the same class may likely have strong 

association. Theoretically, various classes at distinct clustering hierarchical level may represent different 

hierarchical topics. Java software of the algorithm was provided. 
 
Keywords big data analytics; word splitting; word occurrence frequency; word association; English text; 

algorithm; software. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1 Introduction 

Big data analytics is a quickly growing technology, which has been using in various areas, including network 

biology. About the definition and explanation of big data, there are many different opinions (Zhang et al., 

2013; Zhang, 2017a-d, 2017f, 2018a-b). In the general sense, big data is a collection of data that cannot be 

perceived, acquired, managed, processed, and serviced with traditional IT technologies and hardware and 

software tools for a limited period of time. In 2010, the Apache Hadoop organization defined big data as 

large-scale data sets that ordinary computer software cannot capture, manage, and manage in an acceptable 

time frame. International Data Corporation (IDC) held that big data technology describes a new generation of 

technology and architecture that, through high-speed acquisition, discovery or analysis, we can extract the 

economic value of a large amount of data. From this point of view, the characteristics of big data can be 

summarized as 4Vs, namely volume (massive size), variety (numerous modals), velocity (generated quickly) 

and value (the value is very remarkable but the density is very low) (Zhang et al., 2013). The 4Vs definition 
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has been widely recognized. It stresses the significance and necessity of big data - that is, mining the huge 

value inside big data. Therefore, the most important topic of big data is how to extract valued information 

from large-scale, numerous, and rapidly growing data sets (Zhang, 2018). 

In this study, I try to present an algorithm for analysis of word occurrence frequency and word association 

in English text file. Java is a powerful and widely used development tool (Zhang, 2011a-c; Zhang and Zhan, 

2011; Zhang, 2012a; Zhang and Liu, 2012). Java software of the algorithm is provided. 

 

2 Algorithm and Software 

2.1 Algorithm 

Read a text from a local English text file (*.txt), or from internet URL (http://www.../*.htm, or *.html). The 

following delimiters are used for splitting words: 

 

Space, no-break space, soft hyphen, !, ", #, $, %, &, ', \r, \n, (, ), * + , -, ., /, :, ;, <, =, >, ?, @, [, ], ^, _, {, |, }, ~, 

¯, °, ±, ·, ×, ÷ , ˂, ˃, ˄, ˅, ˟, \ 

 

As the default setting, the following common used grammatical words are ignored in word occurrence 

analysis: 

 

the,and,of,is,are,has,have,was,were,had,etc,to,be,for,with,or,a,let,an,all,over,must,as,any,each,can,by,beco

me,what,there,when,which,where,that,if,then,thus,than,we,you,our,your,yours,us,it,its,they,will,would,shall,sh

ould,may,from,their,while,at,in,on,how,once,again,ago,before,after,between,both,either,just,each,often,usually,

without,use,also,high,low,large,small,great,only,most,go,going,went,but,some,such,as,who,whose,under,these,

those,this 

 

    Users can enter their own new words to be ignored in word occurrence analysis. 

    All different words are listed according to word occurrence frequency from the greater to the smaller. 

    Closely associated words tend to occur simultaneously and are expected to have the similar occurrence 

frequencies. Therefore, by using one-dimensional ordered cluster analysis (Zhang and Fang, 1982; Zhang, 

2017; Qi, 2005), the words with similar occurrence frequencies may be clustered into the same class. By doing 

so, we can try to find all closely associated words in the text file. 

Suppose there are totally n different words, arranged with occurrence frequency rank from the greater to 

the smaller, x1, x2, …, xn. The distance between adjacent two words is the absolute of frequency difference 

between them 

 

          r i i+1= |xi - x i+1|  i=1,2,…,n-1 

 

Find the shortest distance r i i+1, i=1,2,…,n-1, and combine the two words i and i+1 into the same cluster. 

Similarly, take the minimum between-word distance as the between-cluster distance. Find the two clusters with 

minimum between-cluster distance and combine into a single cluster. Finally all words are combined into a 

single cluster. The minimum between-cluster distance at a clustering hierarchical level is defined as the 

between-cluster distance of this hierarchical level. Theoretically, various classes at distinct clustering 

hierarchical level may represent different hierarchical topics. 

Users can enter the required minimum difference of word occurrence frequency for cluster analysis. 
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,'\u002A','\u002B','\u002C','\u002D','\u002E','\u002F','\u003A','\u003B','\u003C','\u003D','\u003E','\u003F','\u004
0','\u005B','\u005D','\u005E','\u005F','\u007B','\u007C','\u007D','\u007E','\u00AF','\u00B0','\u00B1','\u00B7','\u0
0D7','\u00F7','\u02C2','\u02C3','\u02C4','\u02C5','\u02DF','\\'         

}; 
        String as[]; 
        if(choword == 1) 
        { 
            int j2 = stword.length(); 
            int k2 = as1.length; 
            String as2[] = new String[j2]; 
            String s3 = stword; 
            int j = 0; 
            int k1; 
            do 
            { 
                k1 = s3.indexOf(','); 
                if(k1 >= 0) 
                { 
                    as2[j] = s3.substring(0, k1).trim(); 
                    s3 = s3.substring(k1 + 1).trim(); 
                    j++; 
                } else 
                { 
                    as2[j] = s3; 
                } 
            } while(k1 >= 0); 
            as = new String[k2 + j + 1]; 
            for(int l = 0; l < j + k2 + 1; l++) 
                if(l < k2) 
                    as[l] = as1[l]; 
                else 
                    as[l] = as2[l - k2]; 
        } else 
        { 
            as = new String[as1.length]; 
            as = as1; 
        } 
        int i2; 
label0: 
        do 
        { 
            i2 = i; 
            for(int i1 = 0; i1 < ac.length; i1++) 
                if((s.indexOf(ac[i1]) < i2) & (s.indexOf(ac[i1]) >= 0)) 
                    i2 = s.indexOf(ac[i1]); 
            if(i2 == i) 
                break; 
            if(i2 >= 0) 
            { 
                String s2 = s.substring(0, i2).trim(); 
                s = s.substring(i2 + 1).trim(); 
                if(cho == 1) 
                { 
                    for(int j1 = 0; j1 < as.length; j1++) 
                        if(s2.equalsIgnoreCase(as[j1])) 
                            continue label0; 
                } 
                vector.addElement(s2); 
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            } else 
            { 
                vector.addElement(s); 
            } 
        } while(i2 >= 0); 
        int l2 = vector.size(); 
        args1 = new String[l2]; 
        String as3[] = new String[l2]; 
        for(int k = 0; k < l2; k++) 
            as3[k] = vector.elementAt(k).toString(); 
        return as3; 

} 
 
    public String[][] ranking(String as[][]) 
    { 
        int i = as.length; 
        int ai[] = new int[i]; 
        int ai1[] = new int[i]; 
        String as1[] = new String[i]; 
        String as2[][] = new String[i][2]; 
        for(int j = 0; j <= i - 1; j++) 
        { 
            as1[j] = ""; 
            for(int k = 0; k <= 1; k++) 
                as2[j][k] = ""; 
        } 
        for(int l = 0; l <= i - 1; l++) 
            ai1[l] = Integer.parseInt(as[l][1]); 
        for(int i1 = 0; i1 <= i - 1; i1++) 
        { 
            ai[i1] = ai1[i1]; 
            as1[i1] = as[i1][0]; 
        } 
        for(int j1 = 0; j1 <= i - 2; j1++) 
        { 
            int k1 = j1; 
            for(int j2 = j1; j2 <= i - 2; j2++) 
                if(ai[j2 + 1] >= ai[k1]) 
                    k1 = j2 + 1; 
            int k2 = ai[j1]; 
            String s = as1[j1]; 
            ai[j1] = ai[k1]; 
            as1[j1] = as1[k1]; 
            ai[k1] = k2; 
            as1[k1] = s; 
        } 
        for(int i2 = 0; i2 <= i - 1; i2++) 
        { 
            as2[i2][0] = as1[i2]; 
            as2[i2][1] = Integer.toString(ai[i2]); 
        } 
        return as2; 
    } 
 
    public String[][] stat(String as[]) 
    { 
        int i = as.length; 
        String as1[][] = new String[i][2]; 
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        for(int j = 0; j <= i - 1; j++) 
        { 
            for(int k = 0; k <= 1; k++) 
                as1[j][k] = ""; 
        } 
        l1 = 0; 
label0: 
        for(int l = 0; l <= i - 1; l++) 
        { 
            for(int i1 = 0; i1 <= l1; i1++) 
                if(as1[i1][0].equalsIgnoreCase(as[l])) 
                    continue label0; 
            as1[l1][0] = as[l]; 
            int j1 = 0; 
            for(int i2 = l; i2 <= i - 1; i2++) 
                if(as[l].equalsIgnoreCase(as[i2])) 
                    j1++; 
            as1[l1][1] = Integer.toString(j1); 
            l1++; 
        } 
        String as2[][] = new String[l1][2]; 
        for(int k1 = 0; k1 <= l1 - 1; k1++) 
        { 
            for(int j2 = 0; j2 <= 1; j2++) 
                as2[k1][j2] = as1[k1][j2]; 
        } 
        args2 = new String[l1][2]; 
        return as2; 
    } 
 
    public void oneDimCluster(int ai[], String as[]) 
    { 
        int i = ai.length; 
        String as1[] = new String[i + 2]; 
        int ai1[][] = new int[i + 2][i + 2]; 
        int ai4[] = new int[i + 2]; 
        int ai2[] = new int[i + 2]; 
        double ad[] = new double[i + 2]; 
        int ai3[] = new int[i + 2]; 
        double ad1[] = new double[i + 2]; 
        double ad2[] = new double[i + 2]; 
        for(int k = 1; k <= i; k++) 
            ai4[k] = ai[k - 1]; 
        String s = ""; 
        for(int l = 1; l <= i - 1; l++) 
            ad[l] = Math.abs(ai4[l] - ai4[l + 1]); 
        for(int i1 = 1; i1 <= i - 1; i1++) 
            ad1[i1] = ad[i1]; 
        for(int j1 = 1; j1 <= i - 2; j1++) 
        { 
            int j4 = j1; 
            for(int j3 = j1; j3 <= i - 2; j3++) 
                if(ad1[j3 + 1] <= ad1[j4]) 
                    j4 = j3 + 1; 
            double d = ad1[j1]; 
            ad1[j1] = ad1[j4]; 
            ad1[j4] = d; 
        } 
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        ad1[0] = 0.0D; 
        int j = 1; 
label0: 
        for(int k4 = 0; k4 <= i - 1; k4++) 
        { 
            for(int k1 = 0; k1 <= k4 - 1; k1++) 
                if(Math.abs(ad1[k1] - ad1[k4]) <= 9.9999999999999995E-007D) 
                    continue label0; 
            for(int i2 = 1; i2 <= i - 1; i2++) 
                if(ad[i2] - ad1[k4] <= 9.9999999999999995E-007D) 
                    ai3[i2] = 1; 
                else 
                    ai3[i2] = 0; 
            for(int j2 = 1; j2 <= i; j2++) 
                ai1[j][j2] = 0; 
            int k2 = 1; 
            ai2[j] = 1; 
label1: 
            while(k2 <= i - 1)  
            { 
                if(ai3[k2] == 0) 
                { 
                    ai1[j][k2] = ai2[j]; 
                    ai1[j][k2 + 1] = ai2[j] + 1; 
                } else 
                if(ai3[k2] == 1) 
                { 
                    for(int k3 = k2; k3 <= i - 1; k3++) 
                    { 
                        if(ai3[k3] == 0) 
                        { 
                            k2 = k3; 
                            continue label1; 
                        } 
                        ai1[j][k3] = ai2[j]; 
                        ai1[j][k3 + 1] = ai2[j]; 
                        if(k3 == i - 1) 
                            break label1; 
                    } 
                } 
                k2++; 
                ai2[j]++; 
            } 
            s = s + "\n"; 
            s = s + "Cluster fineness (between-word frequency difference)=" + String.valueOf((double)(int)(ad1[k4] * 

10000D) / 10000D) + "\n"; 
            ad2[j] = ad1[k4]; 
            String s1 = ""; 
            for(int l2 = 1; l2 <= ai2[j]; l2++) 
            { 
                s1 = s1 + "("; 
                for(int l3 = 1; l3 <= i; l3++) 
                    if(ai1[j][l3] == l2) 
                        s1 = s1 + as[l3 - 1] + " "; 
                s1 = s1 + ")  "; 
            } 
            s = s + s1; 
            j++; 
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        } 
        j--; 
        output.editt1.appendText(s + "\n"); 
        String s2 = "One-dimensional Ordered Cluster"; 
        int l4 = 1; 
        for(int i3 = 1; i3 <= ai2[1]; i3++) 
        { 
            for(int i4 = 1; i4 <= i; i4++) 
                if(ai1[1][i4] == i3) 
                { 
                    as1[l4] = as[i4 - 1]; 
                    l4++; 
                } 
        } 
        (new GraphicsFrame(new ClusterGraphics(as1, j, i, i, ad2[j], ad2, ai2, ai1), s2)).resize(710, 560); 
    } 

 

3 Application Example 

Set the required minimum difference of word occurrence frequency for cluster analysis as 2. Table 1 and Fig. 

2 show partial results of word occurrence frequencies of the mixed abstract text of Zhang (2012, 2015, 2016). 

 
                  Table 1 Partial results of word occurrence frequencies of the mixed abstract text of  

Zhang (2012b, 2015, 2016) 

Word Frequency % Word Frequency % 

network 16 4.507 degree 3 0.845 
node 13 3.661 Various 3 0.845 
Community 11 3.098 initial 3 0.845 
species 9 2.535 Lamda 3 0.845 
I 8 2.253 factor 3 0.845 
evolution 8 2.253 dynamics 3 0.845 
assembly 7 1.971 y 2 0.563 
rule 7 1.971 x 2 0.563 
present 6 1.69 emergency 2 0.563 
connection 6 1.69 nodes 2 0.563 
proposed 5 1.408 phenomena 2 0.563 
model 5 1.408 disconnection 2 0.563 
probability 5 1.408 composition 2 0.563 
connections 5 1.408 think 2 0.563 
organization 4 1.126 theory 2 0.563 
self 4 1.126 rules 2 0.563 
attraction 4 1.126 e 2 0.563 
method 4 1.126 extinction 2 0.563 
study 4 1.126 general 2 0.563 
taxon 3 0.845 parameters 2 0.563 
property 3 0.845 Effects 2 0.563 
natural 3 0.845 simplified 2 0.563 
growth 3 0.845 invasion 2 0.563 
process 3 0.845 changes 2 0.563 
random 3 0.845 number 2 0.563 
Barabasi 3 0.845 different 2 0.563 
Albert 3 0.845 1999 2 0.563 
based 3 0.845 dependent 2 0.563 
power 3 0.845 generate 2 0.563 
addition 3 0.845 type 2 0.563 
mechanism 3 0.845 Modeling 2 0.563 

All words with frequency of 1 are omitted. 
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Fig. 2 Pie illustration of percentage of word occurrence. 

 

 

The following and Fig. 3 show the results of one-dimensional ordered cluster analysis: 
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